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Time flies (and so do we, tomorrow)! 
“Got your sunglasses? Packed your swimsuit? Tickets? Passport? Money? Camera? Trashy 

novels? OK. Your taxi’s here. Have a good time, and don’t do anything stupid.” 

“Dad, how can I have a good time if I don’t do anything stupid?” 

She’s her father’s daughter, I’m afraid! 

 

A bit ugly, a bit smelly, always hungry and half asleep – 

but I’ve got a lovely daughter, don’t you think? 

West London Hospital, Hammersmith, November 1988. 

 

Eighteen short years ago she looked like this (please 

ignore what I looked like eighteen years ago – all that 

hair, that scruffy beard, that shirt!). When she was born 

Lucy was no bigger than her tiny teddy. 

 

 

 

 

 

Lucy has always enjoyed getting wet… 

 

A couple of weeks ago she finished her ‘A’-levels 

and left school. Where did all those years go? My 

little girl: she’s not a little girl any longer.  
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…and covered in sand. 

 

Lucy has actually just returned from Spain 

where she, and seventeen (!) of her school 

friends, rented a villa for a week of sun, sea, 

sand, sangria and quite possibly other things 

beginning with ‘s’ – but we won’t go there 

(I’m still waiting for the postcard she promised 

me, so ‘scribbling a quick card to Dad’ wasn’t 

one of them). By the way, she absolutely 

refuses to let me use any photos of her on the beach in Spain.  

 

Anyway, now we’re off to New York where I will be apartment-sitting in Upper Manhattan 

for the summer (more about that next time). Lucy’s coming with me for the first two weeks to 

make sure I don’t spend too little. When she can’t get any more new shoes and handbags and 

clothes and books and CDs into her suitcase she’ll return home to work for the rest of the 

summer, and to try to forget about 16 August – the date on which I get home and her ‘A’-

level (exam) results are published. 

 

For the last four summers Lucy has been lucky enough to work as a researcher and junior 

reporter for the BBC’s in-house magazine, Ariel. I keep asking her to try to get me a job (I 

can make very drinkable coffee and excellent photo-copies) but she tells me that nepotism 

doesn’t work at the BBC: she is there, she keeps trying to persuade me, on merit! (By the 

way, ‘nepotism’ is one of Lucy’s favourite words – she says it’s a ‘best-ever word’, articulate 

as ever then, Lucy – and that made me wonder whether you have a favourite English word. 

My best foreign language is probably Swedish and one of my favourite Swedish words is 

palsternacka (parsnip). There’s something special about how it feels in your mouth as you say 

it. How about you, then?  Write and share your favourite English words with us.) 
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So, here we are, off to the airport again, about to enlarge our carbon footprint by flying across 

the Atlantic to New York. I promised I’d send you a postcard and I will (I keep my promises), 

next time. But while you wait why not practise your postcard-writing skills and send me a 

holiday greeting from wherever you are? Tell us about your holiday, where you went, what 

you did, what you saw and how you liked it (and, if you haven’t had a holiday, how about a 

few words about what your ideal holiday would be?).  

 

Have a good summer! 

 

 

 

 

PS: Thanks, as ever, for all your fascinating and generous comments. I just love it when I go 

online and find that a set of new comments has just been posted. Sometimes you make me 

laugh. You often give me ideas. Occasionally there’s even a tear in my eye after reading what 

you’ve written. 

 

It was lovely, for example, to read that Naheed, from Pakistan, thinks that Lucy looks like her 

mother. I see it practically every time I look at her, and find it both comforting and, 

sometimes, a little disturbing. It’s great that so many of you use the Message Board (Kirsti, 

France) and look forward to getting replies (I know exactly what that feels like). Iris, from 

Germany, and Hari Kumar Lama, from Nepal (but now living in Seattle) have been very 

generous. Hari, my heart goes out to you having to sell your watch to pay for English lessons: 

what commitment and enthusiasm and dedication (I wish I could at least send you a watch!), 

and, by the way, Hari, your English is just great. You write well, express yourself clearly and 

accurately and use some nice expressions correctly and appropriately. Thank you so much for 

your comments. 

 

Benka (Serbia), I think you’ve taken me a little bit too literally. My Swedish friend’s English 

is not really better than mine. I used exaggeration to express how good her English is. I think 
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Marianna (Slovakia) it teasing me, as usual: she must know by now that it is never foggy in 

London. And Ana Paula, don’t worry, you’re not mad. You’re not even ‘a bit of a nutter’. 

Talking to yourself in English is a good way of practising tongue and mouth positions and of 

getting used to the way English feels in your mouth. When I was learning Swedish (and 

Chinese) I used to talk to myself all the time. Sometimes even in Swedish and Chinese. 

 

It was great, too, to read about your small pleasures, and you wrote about them so well. 

Natalya, for example, from Russia, created a lovely word picture of her husband skating in a 

suit and tie. Poorav (India), Brigitte (France) and Sana (Pakistan) all value laughter and a 

simple smile. (I loved Sana’s image of climbing a tree and sitting there eating mangoes.) 

Many of you seem to like walking in the rain. You perhaps know that I usually try to run 

about 10 km per day. A couple of days ago I was out running when there was a thunderstorm 

and it was so exhilarating to be completely soaked, running on thick, soft, wet grass and 

entirely alone in the enormous park where I usually run – except for the deer and the ducks.  

 

I completely understand Clara’s (Romania) small pleasure – being driven, by a good driver, to 

nowhere in particular. There is no other driver in my family so I always have to drive. I love 

driving and I have a gorgeous car. Nonetheless, on the few occasions when my girlfriend 

drives me somewhere in her car it feels like such a treat. 

 

River (China) believes that there is no pleasure in things or events, just in the way you feel. 

I’m not sure I completely agree, River. I liked your example: if my girlfriend had just dumped 

me would the beer taste as good?  Well, I think the beer would taste even better because it 

would remind me that there are still lots of good things out there to be enjoyed. If my 

girlfriend reads this I might get the chance to put this theory to the test! 

 

SOME USEFUL WORDS AND EXPRESSIONS 

trashy 

very poor in quality 
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scruffy 

untidy and dirty 

 

teddy 

a children’s soft toy that looks like a friendly bear 

 

sangria 

an alcoholic drink 

 

…we won’t go there… 

This is an idiomatic way of saying that it’s probably best, more diplomatic maybe, to ignore 

something. 

 

scribbling 

writing very quickly and untidily 

 

apartment-sitting 

looking after someone’s apartment while they are away (compare with ‘baby-sitting’) 

 

in-house magazine 

An in-house magazine is produced for people working within a company, and is not generally 

on sale to the public. 

 

nepotism 

when someone uses their position, power or authority to get jobs or other benefits for 

members of their family 

 

on merit 

because of (her) particular skills and abilities 
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articulate (adjective) 

able to express oneself clearly  

 

A BRIEF GRAMMATICAL NOTE 

Notice how the present simple tense is used with two different meanings in the title of this 

column. ‘Time flies’ suggests that it is a general characteristic of time that it (always) seems 

to pass quickly. This use of the present simple is to state a general or universal rule or 

condition. The second part of the title, ‘…so do we, tomorrow’, is still in the present simple 

tense but is about an event which will take place in the future (i.e. tomorrow). 

 
 


